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PRO Webinar Resources

Relationships from a Spiritual Perspective:
“Caretaker’s Self-Care dealing with those with
Dementia and Alzheimer’s: Part 2”

Book: I’m Still Here – A New Philosophy of Alzheimer’s Care; Dr. John Zeisel © 2010
Movie:
Alive Inside – A Story of Music and Memory Documentary film. You can search online, or check out the Netflix
DVD Not available for streaming. Local libraries often carry such works, put in a request at the library desk for it
if not on the shelf already.
TV: Aging Matters: Caregiver
This PBS television series all about aging, focuses on the Caregiver. Covers most common scenarios for those of
us who care for Alzheimer’s patients.
http://www.pbs.org/video/2365302966/
Websites:
https://www.alz.org/documents_custom/2016-facts-and-figures.pdf
https://www.alz.org/10signs
Mantras:
These are variations of the simplest mantra we can use to invoke the violet flame into any aspect of our lives.
Modify this basic formula to meet your specific needs. Commonly, these mantra’s are given nine times (9x) but
don’t limit yourself. Give it one time, nine times or a thousand times as desired:

“I AM a being of violet fire, I AM the purity God desires!”
“My brain is an organ of violet fire, my brain is the purity God desires!” (9x) You may give this
mantra as many times as desired and whenever you think about it. Vary it to suit your specific needs:

“My mind is filled with violet fire, my mind is the purity God desires!”
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“My mother’s brain is an organ of violet fire; her brain is the purity God desires!”
“My father’s memory is charged with violet fire; it is the purity God desires!”

This is another short easy mantra. You can do this while you’re walking, doing the dishes, in the shower, any time
you want to feel the presence of God’s Light within you or you feel a need to quickly invoke some help from
heavenly realms at any time:
“Light Set Me Free! Light Set Me Free! Light Set Me Free!
Light Command, Light Command, Light Command, command, command!
Light Demand, Light Demand, Light demand, demand, demand!
Light Expand, light expand, light expand, expand, expand!
Light I AM, Light I Am, Light I AM, I AM I AM!
I AM a being of violet fire I am the Purity God desires!”

BOOK: The Story of Your Soul – Recovering the Pearl of Your Identity (A Pocket
Guide)
In this precious book you will learn of the Chart of Your Divine Self as seen here. An
explanation is provided in this book in greater depth than offered here, but here is a
brief description.

It shows three distinct levels of consciousness.
The upper figure is your I AM Presence, your God Self, the highest level of
consciousness. It is surrounded by your Causal Body.
The middle figure represents the consciousness of your higher self, Christ Self or
Buddha self as it applies to your spiritual orientation. This is your inner teacher, your
dearest friend, and the voice of conscience that guides, warns and comforts you on the
homeward journey.
The lower figure represents your soul’s consciousness, here in this physical plane. It is
surrounded by the violet flame.
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